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Abstract: Recycling of valuable metals such as nickel is instrumental to meet the need from the
dramatic increase in electric vehicle battery production and to improve its sustainability. Nickel
required in the battery manufacture can be recovered from the hydrometallurgical industrial process
streams by crystallization of nickel sulfate. Here, crystallization of nickel sulfate is studied from an
industrial point of view, investigating the effects of temperature, seeding and presence of magnesium
on the formation of various solid phases for the evaluation of their potential influence on the process
design. Results showed that the precipitating phase was dictated both by seed amount and reaction
temperature. Transformation of metastable phases both in suspension and in a dry state was observed
over time. Presence of magnesium was shown to promote formation of NiSO4·7H2O in solution and
increased its stability in a dry form. In their dry state, nickel sulfate that was formed in the absence
of magnesium transformed towards α-NiSO4·6H2O, whereas those precipitated in the presence of
high magnesium concentrations transformed towards β-NiSO4·6H2O, indicating that magnesium
inhibited the phase transformation towards α-NiSO4·6H2O. Knowledge about various solid phases
of varying crystal morphology and stability can be used as input to decisions for the best suited solid
product type and how this relates to the initial conditions of the sidestreams.

Keywords: crystallization; nickel sulfate; solid phases; phase transformation

1. Introduction

Nickel is an important component in a wide range of materials such as stainless steel,
nickel- or copper-based alloys and catalysts, crystal UV-filters, and the cathode of ion
batteries [1–4]. Among these, nickel containing electric vehicle batteries (EVBs) has seen a
dramatic increase in production over the last decade as a result of the environmental targets
set by, amongst others, the EU [5,6]. This situation not only creates a high demand for the
production of metals used in batteries, but also necessitates their efficient recycling [7,8].
In addition to its market value, recycling of nickel reduces the environmental pollution
caused by nickel-containing waste and the CO2 footprint of the produced metal [9].

Nickel can be recycled from various sources such as spent batteries, spent catalysts, or
from process streams in the hydrometallurgical industry [4,9–11]. In industrial hydromet-
allurgical production by electrowinning, nickel metal is produced from an electrolyte
solution of nickel sulfate. Yet, in this process, significant amounts of nickel are still present
in various sidestreams, such as from the purification steps and the spent electrolyte from
electrowinning, from which nickel can potentially be recovered in the form of nickel sulfate
salts. Due to their primary use in Li-ion batteries, production of nickel sulfate salts is
expected to become the key growth area for nickel in the coming years with the rapidly
growing battery sector and develop into the second-largest application for nickel after
stainless steel by 2030 [12].

One method for achieving high purity nickel sulfate products from process or waste
streams is crystallization [10,11]. A variety of techniques can be used for this purpose
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such as evaporative, antisolvent, eutectic freeze and cooling crystallization and for each
technique in-depth analyses are needed to optimize yield, energy efficiency, purity and
particle characteristics of the final product [13]. In this work, seeded cooling crystallization
of nickel sulfate from industrially relevant solutions are investigated.

Nickel sulfate can precipitate as hydrated salts with different hydration levels ranging
from mono to heptahydrates, depending on the reaction temperature [14]. Crystallization
at temperatures between 5 ◦C to 100 ◦C at neutral conditions results in the precipitation
of the hexa- and heptahydrates, and thus makes them the most studied nickel sulfate
phases [14]. The hexahydrate form of nickel sulfate can crystallize into two polymorphs—
α-NiSO4·6H2O (retgersite) and β-NiSO4·6H2O—with different stability regions [15,16].
The solubility curves of nickel sulfate hexahydrates and heptahydrate are presented in
Figure 1, showing the most stable hydrate form in solution as a function of temperature.
The high dependency of phase stability on reaction temperature forecasts significant impli-
cations on the cooling crystallization of nickel sulfates. Both the nucleation temperature
and the time frame crystals spend in mother liquor at different temperature ranges will
be commanding on the crystallization pathway and the final product population. In such
a complex system, where multiple possible phases can crystallize, seeding of a supersat-
urated solution is a good method for inducing crystallization of a desired form, and is
commonly used in industrial crystallization to control the crystallized product and product
size. However, seeding does not guarantee phase purity in crystal systems with high solu-
bility and close solubility values, such as nickel sulfate salts, due to strong contributions
of the kinetic factors of crystallization [17,18]. Moreover, phase transformation of nickel
sulfate takes place also in its dry state. Crystals of the NiSO4·7H2O phase decompose in
air, losing water, even at room temperature [19]. At ambient conditions, nickel sulfate
heptahydrate will lose one crystal water and transform into the hexahydrate form. The
transition temperatures and stability order of phases in a dry state differ from the ones re-
ported in solution [20,21]. At temperatures above the stability range of β-NiSO4·6H2O, the
nickel sulfate can lose several crystal waters and convert into phases such as NiSO4·4H2O,
NiSO4·2H2O or anhydrous NiSO4.

The crystallization studies of nickel sulfate from industrial streams with the aim of
producing battery-grade material have shown that common impurities found in such
streams such as sodium, chloride and magnesium can be adsorbed or incorporated into
the crystal structure. Their incorporation not only affects the purity of the product, but also
can have consequences on the pathways of crystallization. Impurities present in a growth
medium can influence the solubility of the crystallizing phases, and hence have significant
effects on the course of reaction progression, and considerable effects on the properties
of the crystal solid [18]. In the case of transformation between polymorphs or different
phases, the rate of dissolution of a metastable form may decrease by the addition of specific
impurities, and hence slows down the transformation towards the stable phase [17]. When
the additives that will promote or inhibit certain forms of a compound are determined,
it is possible to direct the system towards the desired product. Examples of this strategy
can be found with L-glutamic acid, where the transformation from the metastable to the
stable form can be inhibited by specific additives and thus allow kinetic factors to dominate
the system [22,23]. Hence, from an industrial point of view, it is important to know how
impurities in the process stream will influence the final crystallization product, in terms of
properties such as purity and stability.

Having an understanding of different polymorphs or phases of nickel sulfates and
transformation between these are of great importance for industrial production. Nickel
sulfate hexahydrates are the preferred products over the heptahydrate form due to their
lower water content. Additionally, stable crystals are favored during storage and transport,
which reduces the risk of free water production and changes in crystal properties over time.
Particle properties such as size, size distribution and shape effect their filterability, and
thus should be controlled if possible [25].
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Figure 1. Solubility of nickel sulfate hydrates as a function of temperature, adapted from Refs [15,24].
Solubility curves in both studies show two eutonic points, A and B, representing the transition
points for the thermodynamically most stable phase. Below 31.5–32 ◦C, the pale green heptahydrate,
NiSO4·7H2O (morenosite), is the most stable phase in acid-free solutions and above this temperature
nickel sulfate hexahydrate will form in solution. The transition point between the two hexahydrate
polymorphs has been observed to be between 53–55 ◦C [15,24]. Near eutonic points precipitation of
nickel sulfate salts out of their stability regions and reversable phase transformation between phases
are probable. Metastable equilibria here were shown to be comparable to thermodynamic equilibria.

On the basis of the described knowledge needs, this work aims to study the cooling
crystallization of nickel sulfate from an industrial point of view, at relevant temperatures for
process streams, containing nickel, which could potentially be used for extracting nickel by
crystallization of nickel sulfate. For this purpose, crystallization experiments seeded with
α-NSH6 are employed as a strategy to control the precipitation product. Among the nickel
sulfate phases shown in Figure 1 that can be precipitated in the determined experimental
range, α-NSH6 is preferred due to its lower water content and its higher stability in storage
conditions. The effects of magnesium on the crystallization and stability of nickel sulfate is
investigated due to earlier work showing high levels of uptake and possible incorporation
of magnesium in the crystal bulk [4,26]. Finally, stability of precipitated crystals both in
solution and in dry state is followed, which can have practical implications on the recovery
and storage of nickel salts.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Set-Up for Crystallization Experiments

Crystallization experiments were performed using a 100 mL temperature-controlled
double-walled batch reactor (Figure 2), as described in detail in our previous work [26].
Proper mixing was ensured by a magnetic stirrer operating at 600 rpm and two baffles
were attached to the lid. Temperature and pH were logged throughout the experiments,
using a pH probe connected to a Mettler Toledo SevenExcellence multiparameter module.
The temperature of the reactor was controlled by a Julabo refrigerated/heating circulator.
The temperature logging was used for observing the point of nucleation, which could be
seen as a small temperature increase, due to the heat of crystallization liberated when a
solute crystallizes out of a solution [17].
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Figure 2. Sketch of the experimental set-up used for crystallization of nickel sulfate. Batch reactor,
temperature-controlled by circulating water bath. Proper mixing was ensured by magnetic stirring
and baffles attached to the lid.

2.2. Experimental Methods and Characterization
2.2.1. Preparation of Nickel Sulfate Seeds

In order to produce pure α-NiSO4·6H2O seeds, commercial nickel sulfate hexahydrate
(reagent grade ≥ 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) was dissolved in distilled
water, and was left for evaporation at 40 ◦C overnight [27,28]. The phase purity of the seeds
was verified by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis and comparing the spectra with
theoretical diffraction patterns of nickel sulfate hydrates (see Supplementary Information,
Section A). Seeds were stored in their dry state at room temperature until further use. Their
stability over storage time was confirmed by XRD analyses (Figure 3), and seeds from the
same batch were used for all the seeded crystallization experiments in this work.

Figure 3. (a) XRD spectra of phase pure α-NiSO4·6H2O seeds, synthesized by evaporative crystalliza-
tion at 40 ◦C. Spectra shows pure α-NSH at all times, with blue lines indicating the most prominent
characteristic peaks. Changes in the relative intensities of the peaks were interpreted as a result of
crystal alignment. (b,c) SEM micrographs of the seeds are shown at various magnifications. Scale
bar: (b) 400 µm, (c) 100 µm.
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2.2.2. Crystallization Experiments

Seeded and unseeded crystallization experiments were conducted at two temperature
values: 25 ◦C and 70 ◦C. These values were chosen based on the temperatures of nickel-
containing process streams that are potential candidates for the extraction of nickel. Initial
nickel sulfate concentrations that allow seeding without spontaneous crystallization at
the chosen temperatures were determined at preliminary experiments without impurities.
For all the experiments performed at a low temperature (25 ◦C), the concentration of
nickel sulfate was 0.53 g NiSO4·6H2O/g solution, and at high temperature (70 ◦C) the
concentration was 0.70 g NiSO4·6H2O/g solution. The chosen concentrations corresponded
to the same supersaturation level with respect to the most stable NiSO4 phase at the
respective temperatures. The solutions were prepared by dissolving the corresponding
amounts of the nickel sulfate salt by heating, followed by cooling down to the chosen
reaction temperatures at a cooling rate of 0.29 ◦C min−1 (Figure 4). An overview of the
experimental conditions is given in Table 1.
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Seeds were added once the desired temperature was reached, where the arrows represent the seeding
time points. The cooling rate for both cases is 0.29 ◦C min−1. Note the temperature increase in the
blue curve, showing the nucleation of nickel sulfate after seed addition.

Table 1. Overview of experiments and their respective temperatures, seed amounts, and initial
magnesium concentrations (mg Mg/g total solution) in the reactor solution.

Seed Amount (g) Mg Content (mg/g tot)

T = 25 ◦C

0 0
0 18

0.2 0
0.2 5
0.2 9
0.2 18
2 0
2 9

T = 70 ◦C

0.2 0
2 0
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2.2.3. Seeded Experiments

Once the chosen temperature was reached, nickel sulfate seeds were added to the
reactor, and the suspension was left for 10 min before the samples were taken out for
characterization to ensure sufficient crystal growth while minimizing phase transformation.
Low and high seed amounts were tested, with 0.2 and 2 g respectively, in order to study
the effect of seed amount on the final nickel sulfate product. Seeded experiments were
performed in solutions both without Mg and with different amounts of Mg.

2.2.4. Unseeded Experiments

Unseeded experiments were performed to study the behavior of the system at 25 ◦C
without seeding. The experiments were allowed to run until nucleation was observed via
an increase in temperature, and precipitates were left for 10 min before sampling. Unseeded
experiments were not repeated at 70 ◦C since the nucleation point could not be detected at
this temperature.

2.2.5. Magnesium Uptake during Crystallization

Based on our previous results [26], magnesium was selected as the impurity of in-
terest in this study, due to its capability to be incorporated into the nickel sulfate crystal
structure. Experiments in the presence of magnesium was conducted by the addition of
MgSO4 (anhydrous, ReagentPlus® ≥ 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) at varying concentrations to
the reaction medium, using the same setup as described above.

2.2.6. Characterization

At the end of the experiments, small samples of the suspension were taken out from
the reactor, in order to characterize the precipitated nickel sulfate. Directly after sampling,
the samples were filtered, washed with ethanol and dried at room temperature in air
overnight. Filtration of samples from experiments conducted at 70 ◦C were performed with
a preheated funnel to avoid additional crystallization on the filtration equipment. The crys-
tal phase was determined by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Bruker D8 A25 DaVinci
X-ray Diffractometer with CuKα radiation. All XRD analyses were performed within 24 h
after the experiment in order to avoid phase transformations, since solid-state transition
was observed when dry samples were stored for longer times. Due to the crowded XRD
spectra of precipitating phases, two characteristic peaks, representing the highest intensity
peaks of each nickel sulfate phase, were selected and marked in all provided data to make it
easier for the readers to distinguish the produced nickel sulfate phases. The complete XRD
spectra of all the relevant phases are given in the Supplementary Information, Section A.
Table 2 shows the assigned peaks and the abbreviations for each nickel sulfate hydrate
phase in this work. The morphology and size of the crystals was studied by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi S-3400 N). Light microscopy images of nickel sulfate
products can be found in the Supplementary Information, Section C.

Table 2. Overview of the nickel sulfate hydrates, and their abbreviations used in this work, and
selected characteristic peaks with highest intensities. The selected peaks were used for identification
and comparison of products from the experiments in this work.

Nickel Sulfate Hydrate Abbreviations Characteristic Peaks (2θ)

α-NiSO4·6H2O α-NSH6 19.4◦ and 20.9◦

β-NiSO4·6H2O β-NSH6 20.4◦ and 22.3◦

NiSO4·7H2O NSH7 16.7◦ and 21.1◦

2.2.7. Phase Transformation in Solution and in Solid-State

The phase transformation of nickel sulfate hydrate salts was studied both in solution
and in solid-state. The crystallization and solution-mediated phase transformation of nickel
sulfates at chosen temperatures were followed by light microscopy (Axio Imager A1m,
Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) via monitoring the change in crystal morphology. For this
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purpose, nickel sulfate solution was first cooled down to either 40 ◦C or 70 ◦C, and a drop
of this solution was placed on a microscope glass slide. The glass slide was then placed
under a microscope without further control of temperature and was monitored for 60 min.

Phase transformation in solid-state was investigated by using washed and dried
samples that were obtained from experiments depicted in Table 1. Collected samples
were stored in closed glass vials at room temperature and their phase transformation was
followed by analyzing selected samples with XRD after 24 h and up to 10 days.

3. Results
3.1. Crystallization of Nickel Sulfate
3.1.1. Effect of Temperature

Seeded experiments in additive-free solutions were conducted at 25 ◦C and 70 ◦C by
cooling the nickel sulfate solutions to establish supersaturation, then adding the seeds once
the desired reaction temperature was reached.

Crystallization from solutions at 25 ◦C and seeded with 0.2 g of α-NiSO4·6H2O,
resulted in a mixture consisting of α-NiSO4·6H2O (α-NSH6), β-NiSO4·6H2O (β-NSH6)
and NiSO4·7H2O (NSH7), while at 70 ◦C only β-NSH6 was produced, as observed from
XRD analyses (Figure 5a). SEM images showed a distinct difference in crystal shape of
the two products, in good accordance with the phases observed from the XRD analyses
(Figure 5b,c).
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Figure 5. (a) XRD spectra of nickel sulfate crystals produced with 0.2 g α-NiSO4.6H2O seeding and
without impurities at 25 ◦C and 70 ◦C, showing the effect of crystallization temperature. (b,c) SEM
images of crystals precipitated at 25 ◦C and 70 ◦C, respectively. Scale bar: 100 µm.

The typical morphologies of nickel sulfate phases produced in our work correspond
well with the previous observations of Kul’kov and Glikin [24]. They reported that NSH7
precipitates typically have the shape of fibrous or short-prismatic crystals, α-NSH6 are thick
plates or short-prismatic crystals, and the β-NSH6 crystals are observed as basal plates.

3.1.2. Effect of Seed Amount

By increasing the seed amount by a tenfold, from 0.2 g to 2 g, it was possible to
produce pure α-NSH6 at 25 ◦C, as verified by XRD analysis (Figure 6a). SEM images
showed particles of a short-prismatic shape, typical for α-NSH6, and the long fibrous
particles associated with NSH7 were absent (Figure 6a,b). On the contrary, the precipitating
phase could not be altered at 70 ◦C even with high seed amount, and only β-NSH6 was
detected in the XRD spectrum. The plate-like crystal morphology was also maintained at
higher seed amount (Figure 6c).

Unseeded experiments were also performed following the same procedure as for
the seeded experiments at 25 ◦C. The reaction was left to proceed for 48 h, but no crystal
formation was observed in the system during this time interval.
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Figure 6. (a) XRD spectra of nickel sulfate phases produced at 25 ◦C and 70 ◦C, with addition of
2 g seeds and without impurities. (b,c) SEM images of crystals precipitated at 25 ◦C and 70 ◦C,
respectively. Scale bar: 100 µm.

3.2. Crystallization of Nickel Sulfate in the Presence of Magnesium
3.2.1. Effect of Initial Mg Content

In order to study the effect of Mg uptake on the crystallization behavior of nickel
sulfate, different initial concentrations of Mg were added in the reaction solution in experi-
ments seeded with 0.2 g of α-NSH6 at 25 ◦C (Table 1). From XRD analyses (Figure 7a) it was
seen that nickel sulfate precipitated with Mg concentrations of 0 and 5 mg g−1 contained a
mixture of α-NSH6, β-NSH6 and NSH7. At an initial Mg concentration of 9 mg g−1, the
product consisted of β-NSH6 and NSH7, and with 18 mg g−1 only NSH7 was produced.
As the initial Mg concentration increased in the reaction solution, the diffraction peaks of
the α-NSH6 got weaker, while the peaks of the heptahydrate phase were more pronounced.
As can be seen from SEM images in Figure 7, there was no significant difference in particle
shape or size for the three lower concentrations of Mg, while the crystals were significantly
bigger in the presence of high Mg concentration.
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Figure 7. (a) XRD spectra of nickel sulfate phases precipitated with 0.2 g α-NSH6 seeds at 25 ◦C in
the absence and presence of Mg at indicated concentration levels. SEM images of crystals collected
from corresponding experiments; (b) no magnesium, (c) 5 mg g−1 Mg, (d) 9 mg g−1 Mg, and
(e) 18 mg g−1 Mg. Scale bar: 100 µm.

3.2.2. Effect of Seed Amount

The effect of seed amount on crystallization in the presence of magnesium was tested
only at a Mg concentration of 9 mg g−1 and at 25 ◦C. The precipitating phase and morphol-
ogy of the particles did not show any changes when the seed amount was increased from
0.2 g to 2 g, as seen from XRD analyses (Figures 7a and 8a, respectively) and SEM images
(Figures 7d and 8a inset, respectively), showing a mixture of β-NSH6 and NSH7 crystals.
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of 9 mg g−1 Mg with addition of 2 g seeds, and (b) in the presence of 18 mg g−1 Mg, without the
addition of seeds. Scale bar: 100 µm.

Unseeded experiments were performed at parallel reaction conditions without Mg and
with an initial Mg concentration of 18 mg g−1. In contrast to Mg free experiments, where
no precipitation was observed for 48 h, nucleation was detected during initial cooling in
the presence of Mg by an increase of temperature at 28 ◦C (see Supplementary Information,
Section B), and the product was shown to consist of mainly NSH7, with weak peaks of
β-NSH6 (Figure 8b). The characteristic long fibrous crystal form for NSH7 was observed
by SEM (Figure 8b inset).

3.3. Phase Transformation of Nickel Sulfate Crystals
3.3.1. Phase Transformation in Suspension

The phase stability of nickel sulfate in solution was investigated at low and high
temperatures, without seeding. For this purpose, a small amount of solution was taken
out from the reactor, placed on a microscopy glass slide and imaged at predetermined
time points during 60 min. For low and high temperature, the nickel sulfate solution was
cooled to 40 ◦C and 70 ◦C, respectively, before sampling. After sampling, the glass slide
was observed under the microscope for 60 min, without further control on temperature.
At low temperatures, crystals with morphologies resembling α-NSH6 were present after
5 min of sampling, and no significant changes could be observed from the light microscopy
images during 60 min (Figure 9a,b). It should be noted that unseeded batch experiments
at 25 ◦C, which were also cooled down from 40 ◦C, did not yield any crystal formation.
This discrepancy can be explained by the faster cooling rate when the sample is placed on
the glass slide, and the large surface provided by the glass slide, allowing nucleation to
take place. At high temperatures, many crystals with varying morphologies were observed
from the initial time point, and phase transformation was observed in time (Figure 9c,d).
Further growth of certain crystals accompanied by the consumption of neighboring ones
showed that a solution-mediated phase transformation was active.
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3.3.2. Phase Transformation in the Dry State

From preliminary experiments, it was observed that the nickel sulfate in its dry state
transforms over time when stored at room temperature. Therefore, XRD analyses were
performed to follow the transformation of chosen dry samples over several days (see
Supplementary Information, Section D).

For nickel sulfate produced at 25 ◦C with addition of 0.2 g seeds and without Mg, the
β-NSH6 peaks disappeared within 7 days of storage time, the NSH7 peaks got weaker,
while the α-NSH6 peaks got stronger and new α-NSH6 peaks were observed.

Nickel sulfate produced at 70 ◦C with addition of 0.2 g seeds and without Mg, showed
β-NSH6 peaks disappearing over the same time period, the NSH7 peaks got weaker, while
the α-NSH6 peaks got stronger and new α-NSH6 peaks were observed. The same trend
was observed for nickel sulfate produced at 25 ◦C with an initial Mg concentration of
5 mg g−1. However, at 25 ◦C with initial Mg concentration of 18 mg g−1, α-NSH6 peaks
were observed after storage for 10 days, and the heptahydrate peaks were stronger. In
addition, some peaks of the β-polymorph appeared. The same trend was observed for the
nickel sulfate produced in the unseeded experiment in the presence of 18 mg g−1 Mg. For
nickel sulfate crystallized at 70 ◦C, the peaks of β-NSH6 got weaker with time, and after
10 days there were also new α-NSH6 peaks.

In summary, the dry nickel sulfate samples precipitated without Mg tend to trans-
form towards α-NSH6, while the ones with Mg content showed stable NSH7 phase and
emergence of β-NSH6.

4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of Temperature and Seed Amount

In nickel sulfate crystallization, temperature plays a pivotal role in determining the
final product. Within the temperature range of 0–100 ◦C, the thermodynamic stability
regions of different nickel sulfate phases are well-established. The crystalline phases of
two hexahydrate polymorphs, α-NSH6 and β-NSH6, and the heptahydrate form, NSH7,
are the most stable precipitation products at different temperature ranges marked by the
eutonic points, according to their solubility curves as shown in Figure 1. Yet, near the
eutonic points, these highly soluble salts can precipitate and persist in solution out of their
stability zones as a result of comparable effects of kinetic factors to thermodynamic drivers.

At 25 and 70 ◦C, the most stable phases in solution are NSH7 and β-NSH6, respectively.
Experiments conducted at the corresponding temperatures and with 0.2 g of α-NSH6 seeds
showed that the presence of the seeds was not sufficient to manipulate the system towards
precipitation of the metastable α polymorph. XRD analyses (Figure 5) showed that for
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crystallization of nickel sulfate at 70 ◦C, seeded with 0.2 g of α-NSH6, the product consisted
of pure β-NSH6. Although seeds of the α-polymorph were added in the reaction medium,
formation of the β-NSH6 at 70 ◦C was in good accordance with earlier findings showing
that it is the most stable phase, above 53 ◦C [15,24]. The α-seeds must undergo dissolution
and recrystallization reactions due to the higher solubility of α-NSH6 than β-NSH6 at
this temperature. Even at a higher seed amount of 2 g, pure β-NSH6 was produced at
70 ◦C, verifying the high driving force in the system towards the formation of β-polymorph,
which induces the phase transformation of the seed material (Figure 6). At 25 ◦C, our results
showed that when seeded with 0.2 g of α-NSH6, the crystallization product contained
both the α- and β-polymorph of the hexahydrate, in addition to the heptahydrate form
which has been reported to be the most stable phase of nickel sulfate below 35 ◦C. For
compounds that can undergo enantiotropic transformations, metastable phases can be
crystallized, before transforming to the stable phase, following Ostwald’s rule of stages [17].
This might explain the presence of the two NSH6 polymorphs even though the NSH7 is
the most thermodynamically stable phase at 25 ◦C since reaction times were limited to
10 min. The observations of α-NSH6 in this case can be explained by the presence of the
seeds; yet, the formation of other phases must be due to additional nucleation, possibly
caused by insufficient seed amounts to ensure only growth in the system [17,29]. When the
seed amount was increased by a ten-fold, only α-NSH6 was obtained at 25 ◦C. Higher seed
amounts provide an increased surface area for growth [30], hence promoting growth over
nucleation. It should also be noted that with both seed amounts, the total mass of final
precipitates was measured to be approximately 10 g, showing that the supersaturation
consumption by relative rates of nucleation and growth was influenced by the seed amount,
while the yield was not drastically affected. Some secondary nucleation was also observed
for this experiment, as seen by the presence of smaller crystals in SEM images (Figure 6a,b)
and from light microscopy (see Supplementary Information, Section C, Figure C.3b). These
results showed that in addition to the interplay between the supersaturation value and the
seed amount, the kinetics of precipitation was of paramount importance in determining
the metastability regions of the three phases.

For unseeded experiments at 25 ◦C, without Mg, the reaction was left for 48 h, without
any signs of nucleation taking place, neither visually nor by an increase in temperature. This
indicates that the system is very stable with a broad metastable zone where spontaneous
crystallization is unlikely to occur [17].

4.2. Effect of Magnesium

Additives can cause changes in the stability zones of crystalline phases by effecting
kinetic and/or thermodynamic factors. Magnesium was chosen as the additive of interest
due to its relevance in industrial streams and previous reports signaling for incorporation
of Mg in the crystalline structure of nickel sulfate crystals [26]. Incorporation of additives
can drastically affect the crystal solubility, thus the thermodynamic stability, as well as
kinetic stability of metastable phases [17,18].

The effect of magnesium on precipitation of nickel sulfate crystals was investigated
at 25 ◦C, in the absence and presence of varying amounts of α-NSH6 seeds. With no
magnesium present and in the absence of seeds, no crystal formation was observed even
after 48 h in the system, whereas Mg additives at a concentration of 18 mg g−1 induced
spontaneous formation of NSH7 even before reaching 25 ◦C by cooling. Promotion of NSH7
formation in the presence of Mg was further demonstrated in the seeded experiments,
where increasing amounts of Mg shifted the product towards higher contents of NSH7.
Experiments conducted at 25 ◦C without Mg and with 0.2 g of seeds resulted in a mixture
of nickel sulfate hydrates as shown in Figure 5. With increasing Mg content under same
experimental conditions, we observed promotion of the diffraction peaks corresponding to
NSH7 and at the highest initial concentration of Mg (18 mg g−1), the product consisted
of phase pure NSH7 (Figure 7). It also must be noted that, in this experimental condition
nucleation occurred at 33 ◦C (observed by a slight increase in temperature), hence prior
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to addition of the seeds. The primary nucleation of NSH7 during cooling can explain the
phase pure product and the larger crystal size (Figure 7e). Since samples were taken out
10 min after reaching 25 ◦C for all experiments, the crystals nucleated during the cooling
period were allowed to grow for a longer time period.

Seeded experiments with varying concentrations of Mg demonstrated that Mg pro-
motes the formation of NSH7. Additionally, we cannot eliminate possible inhibition of
the formation of hexahydrate polymorphs by Mg presence. Changing stability in the
crystal product in the presence of additives is known. For crystallization of CaCO3 as
calcite and aragonite, similar effects of the presence of Mg has been observed, where Mg is
favorable towards crystallization of aragonite, due to calcite becoming more soluble [31,32].
Moreover, for L-glutamic acid, certain additives have been shown to inhibit transformation
from the metastable to the thermodynamically stable phase [22,23].

4.3. Transformation of Nickel Sulfate Hydrates in Solution and Dry State

Different polymorphs and phases of crystalline compounds have different physical
properties that can be of importance in industrial applications [17,33]. Thus, phase trans-
formations of nickel sulfate particles are investigated both in solution and in the dry state,
which can be significant for the production and storage stages, respectively. By taking
out a small sample of the nickel sulfate solution from the reactor at 40 ◦C and 70 ◦C, and
immediately placing a few drops of the sample on a glass microscope slide, it was possible
to follow the development of crystals by light microscopy over time. This could be a good
indication of how the nickel sulfate crystals behave in solution. For these experiments,
nucleation was observed within 5 min for both temperatures, whereas unseeded experi-
ments at 25 ◦C did not produce any crystals. As mentioned in the previous section, this
could be explained by the faster cooling rate when the sample was placed on the glass slide,
and the large substrate surface. At 40 ◦C (Figure 9a,b), α-NSH6 was observed, based on
the short-prismatic shape of the product compared with the morphologies of the α-NSH6
seeds (Figure 3c), α-NSH6 produced in our previous work [26], and previous findings by
Kul’kov and Glikin [24]. During the time period of observation, it could be seen that the
crystals were slightly growing while maintaining their shape. At 70 ◦C (Figure 9c,d), the
particle shapes did not appear as well defined as for the sample taken out at 40 ◦C, but they
showed resemblance to the typical plate like shape of β-NSH6 [24]. However, with time,
the particles either had dissolved or the shape had changed significantly. After 60 min,
short-prismatic crystals of α-NSH6 could be observed.

Nickel sulfate crystals in suspension have been observed to undergo transformations
between the three mentioned phases during heating or cooling in the system [15]. Corre-
sponding to the points A and B in Figure 1, the transition point between NSH7 and α-NSH6
is around 31.5 ◦C, and between α-NSH6 and β-NSH6 at 53.3 ◦C. From light microscopy
images (Figure 9), phase transformation was observed at high temperature. Moreover, the
crystallized product from experiments at 70 ◦C, seeded with α-NSH6, showed no indica-
tions of α-NSH6 in the XRD spectra. This could be explained by phase transformation
from α-NSH6 to β-NSH6 in solution. Light microscopy images showed growth of crys-
tals accompanied by consumption of neighboring crystals, indicating solution-mediated
phase transformation.

In its dry state, nickel sulfate was observed to phase transform when stored as a dry
powder. The phase transformations were followed by XRD analyses of chosen samples
(see Supplementary Information, Section D). The general trend for samples not containing
Mg was that with time, new α-NSH6 peaks appeared in the XRD spectra and α-NSH6
peaks already existing got more pronounced. Peaks of β-NSH6 got weaker with increasing
storage time, and even disappeared completely in some cases. When precipitated in the
presence of Mg, nickel sulfate crystals in their dry form showed a stable NSH7 phase and
the emergence of β-NSH6. Phase transformations in the dry state at room temperature
followed a different pathway to that in solution, which indicates a difference in the stability
regions of crystal phases [34]. While NSH7 was the most stable phase in solution at 25 ◦C, in
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dry conditions α-NSH6 was favored. Earlier work shows that NSH7 loses one crystal water
and transforms to α-NSH6, which is considered to be the most stable phase in dry state in
air at room temperature [16,24,35]. Friesen et al. [20] observed that the NSH7 transforms
spontaneously at room temperature via the pathway NSH7→β-NSH6→α-NSH6 [20,36].
This corresponds well with the transformations we observed for samples containing no or
small amounts of Mg. On the other hand, this transformation was inhibited when crystals
were precipitated in the presence of Mg, demonstrating stabilization of NSH7. However,
suppression of α-NSH6 formation should also be considered as a possible outcome of Mg
presence since at the highest concentration of the additive, NSH7 crystals were formed in
solution transformed to β-NSH6.

5. Conclusions

Nickel sulfate salts show an increasing market share due to being a component
of electric vehicle batteries, among other applications. Industrial hydrometallurgical
nickel production by electrowinning offers a potential recovery route for nickel sulfates by
precipitation since nickel metal is produced from an electrolyte solution of nickel sulfate
and significant amounts of nickel are present in various sidestreams. Yet, the presence
of multiple nickel sulfate hydrate phases, their metastability and significant effects of
impurities necessitates detailed investigations to optimize the crystallization processes
towards a desirable product. Accordingly, in this work, crystallization of nickel sulfate
was investigated at 25 ◦C and 70 ◦C, with different seed amounts and in the absence and
presence of various initial magnesium concentrations. The results showed that seeding
alone is not always sufficient to control the crystallization of nickel sulfate phases from
supersaturated solutions, and the reaction temperature as well as the reaction time may
dominate the final precipitate. Following the phase transformations of nickel sulfate phases
both in solution and in dry state further demonstrated the difficulty of manipulating this
dynamic system towards a desired stable product. Experiments conducted with various
initial concentrations of Mg showed that its presence promotes NSH7 formation and
could have inhibitory effects on the formation of hexahydrate polymorphs in solution,
as well as showing significant effects on the stability of different phases in the dry state.
Although crystallization of nickel sulfate salts offer an attractive strategy to obtain high
purity products and efficient recycling routes, our results show that the complexity of these
systems should be recognized, where in-depth studies can provide the necessary input
to optimize any chosen crystallization method for process design. Future work should
include the designation of potential recycling routes for nickel sulfate salts from industrial
streams and optimization of crystallization processes for their relevant conditions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/cryst11121485/s1; (Figure SA) XRD spectra of nickel sulfate phases, (Figure SB) temperature
profiles of crystallization reactions, (Figure SC) light microscopy images of particles, (Figure SD) XRD
spectra and SEM images following phase transformation of nickel sulfate salts in dry state.
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Abbreviations

α-NSH6 α-NiSO4·6H2O
β-NSH6 β-NiSO4·6H2O
NSH7 NiSO4·7H2O
EVB Electric vehicle battery
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
XRD X-ray diffraction
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